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You (the reader) are the son of a senior servant living in England in the 1400s. Instead of following

in your father's footsteps and becoming a servant, you'd much rather become a knight! During your

training and as you become a knight, you will discover the tools of the trade, such as your armor,

weapons, and horse, and get a glimpse of what it's really like to be a knight. After reading this book

there will be no doubt in your mind that this is definitely armor you'd rather not wear.
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As a homeschool family, school is not limited to set hours or days; we have set material we do

cover, and it is thorough, but we are always looking for additional material to bring parts of it alive at

any time of day on any day of the week.The titles in the "You Wouldn't Want to Be A . . . " series

help achieve the goal of bringing lives and times of different aspects of history to life for my kids,

now ages 8 and 11, by focusing on a specific aspect of a given period of history, and do it brilliantly.

I never have to assign these books as reading; I simply leave them out in plain sight, and within the

half hour, the books have disappeared and so have my children.This title, "You Wouldn't Want to Be

A Crusader," does not disappoint. My 11YO has read through the book three times in the first week

that we owned it, and has been asking outstanding questions about the material, regarding the role



religion has played in shaping history, how events during the Crusades may have shaped world

politics in the Middle East today and affected relations between people of different religions in the

area around Palestine, what motivates people in the intersection between religion and power and

which one really rules if you are a powerful ruler trying to motivate people, and much more. He has

grabbed his maps and the globe, and looked at trade routes and how land and water are located

and what role the geography has played in events in the book-- all self-motivated at this point, as he

is not even at this point in history yet in his formal lessons.Any book that inspires an 11YO who

would like to spend his time playing MineCraft rather than study some of the time to dig so deeply

into making great connections between different rulers, geography, politics, and religion during the

Crusades and modern times has a VERY welcome place on my bookshelf.

My son used this book to help prepare for a presentation about life in the Medieval Ages. We love

all books from this series. The kids like how they are written, I like the timeline pages & the volume

of information.

As a homeschooling family, you can pick and choose what you read, especially for history and

literature. We avoid secular publishers who have texts in the public schools... This is really a

sugar-coated kids version, not a text - the content is touching on aspects of the life of a crusader.

It's audience is obviously early elementary, but I don't really like to dumb-down history to where it's

cutesy (to the point of being flat-out fallacy). It has interesting information, but I don't really want my

little kids, when they become middle school aged, to feel they have been cheated from WHAT

REALLY HAPPENED. Not just in the middle ages, but all throughout history.

This book is a little bit slower going than other You Wouldn't Want to books, but just as informative.

It does a good job clarifying difficult vocabulary and the students always get a kick out of the

pictures, which ultimately hooks them into reading the book.

Inaccurate information. I was pretty disappointed. I think the Crusaders are a bit more complex and

can't be written off so easily. It was a bad piece of reporting.

If you or your child needs help figuring out what the crusades are about this book is a great start. It

works wonders in a fun way to overview a somewhat complicated period in our history. It is tastefully

done. As a Catholic, it was important to me that this book not be bias. Fiona MacDonald, did a



wonderful job at an age appropriate level to explain the topic in a fun way by stating the facts and

was able to accomplish this without condemning a particular faith or showing bias for or against any

religion. My daughter, nine years old, loved it, learned from it and we received much enjoyment from

reading this book.

This is a great book for kids at an age that can understand a little about religion and places on the

globe. Supported by well known a historian, it does a good job getting the point to an

understandable level for the young ones.Recommended for school libraries.

I bought this book because I thought that I could use it in the classroom but unfortunately it was not

that type of book.It is more of a silly type comic/picture book that is presented in simple format.It

gives some explanations about the Crusades but nothing in depth.
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